Ahmed Fadl Shablool
•Name: Ahmed Mohamed Fadl Shablool
•nickname: Ahmed Fadl Shablool
•Born in Alexandria 23/2/1953
•holds a Bachelor of Commerce Division of Business
Administration from the University of Alexandria in 1978.
•poet and researcher, has more than forty books in print.
•Member of the Board of the Union of Egyptian Writers,
and chairman of the Union Internet since (2001, 2010).
•Member of the Council of Arts and Letters and Social
Sciences in Alexandria.
•Member of the story Club in Cairo.

•Vice president of the Arab Union for Internet Writers
(2005, 2009).
•manager for editing and publishing the work of the
department to inform the company in Riyadh (1987- 1991(.
•work as an editor and linguistic corrector of Academic
Publishing and Press Department of King Saud University
in Riyadh (1991- 1998).
•work as an editor and researcher of Arab literary
magazine in Kuwait, during the years 2010 - 2013.
•A currently cultural responsiple of programs of Babtain
channel, which broadcasts from Kuwait, the head of the
cultural section of the website Middle East Online.
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•Publications

First: Books of poetry:
- Passengers to God in 1980
- And lost sea 1985
- Two Burns birds on the Sea 1986
- Twitter Bird automated two editions. 1996 - 1999.
- Bird and nets Open 1999
- Alexandria migratory 1999
- Sunglasses .. Last Sea. 2000
- our water and roses 2001
- Sea last 2003
- walks between two rivers 2005
- a woman of poppy in 2009
- the remnants of the corners of your candle 2012.
Second: Children's Literature:
- interview with the Sun and Moon, 1997
- Hakim speaks Beret 1999
- aircraft and the city 2001
- of hair stones family 2003
- my sisters street trees 2005
- Alla and the sea 2009
- dialogue with the queen of fruits in 2011
- circles of life in 2011
- Do I kid you" ? 2012
Third: Literary Studies
- voices of contemporary poetry in 1984 .
- modernity issues in poetry and short story in 1993
- the aesthetics of poetic text for children in 1996
- Writers Internet .. writers of the future (the first three
editions) 1997, and the second and third 1999.
- Dr. Hadarah 1998
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- Saudi voices in the short story in 1998
- Gaze at the Ghazi al-Gosaibi hair 1998
- children's literature in the Arab world issues and
opinions 1998
- Children's Literature technology 1999
- life in the novel 2001
- Darwish bridge and the commandments of Amal
Donkol 2003
- the restoration of Alexandria 2003.
- Electronic Publishing revolution 2004
- on the shores of Monday in the story and the novel in
2005
- women Sardh readings in the story and the novel in
2007
- Poets Eskinhm clouds 2008
- between children's literature and poetry Digital 2009
- wrote a paper paved the digital revolution in 2015.
Fourth: Travel Literature:
- I saw Paris in 2005 .
- from Istanbul to Cordoba in 2006.
Fifth: Arabic lexical
- Glossary of age in 1996 .
- Lexicon poets childhood in the Arab world during the
twentieth century in 1998.
- early Lexicon simplified things 1999
- Egypt in the ocean dictionary 2008.
Sixth: electronic publishing:
- pedant. Collection of poems mail Publishing House
(Arabic Books) Cairo in 2005.
- I saw Paris (in travel literature) Electronic Publishing
(Arabic Books) Cairo 2005
Seventh: participation in the encyclopedic work with others:
- conferences Saudi Arabia guide 1989 .
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-

Lexicon writers and writers in 1990 .
Lexicon Babtain Arab poets of contemporary 1995.
The Global Arabic Encyclopedia 1996.
Qrunfleh to Lady of the Sea (poets of Alexandria)
1998 .
- Abdulaziz Saud Al-Babtain Award Foundation for
Poetic Creativity in the Arab press mirror – 2014.
- Foundation of Abdulaziz Saud Al-Babtain Prize for
Poetic Creativity .. documents and 2014 images.
Eighth: Journalism
- editor of the Pharos Magazine of Literature and Arts
(Master) which was issued seven numbers and then
stopped (also released three books on literature
magazine).
- - correspondent for the Saudi newspaper Al Jazeera
during the period from 1982 to 1996 .
- magazine reporter Kuwaiti women to the nation
during the period from 1984 to 1986.
- Member of the Editorial Series contemporary literary
voices in Zagazig.
- Executive editor of the magazine "contemporary
word" issued by the West and Central Cultural Delta
region .
- editor of the "gap" magazine published by the Arts
and Arts and Social Sciences in Alexandria.
- Member of the editorial bulletin "News Book" issued
by the Egyptian Writers Union which.
- the cultural editor of Website Middle East online.
www.middle-east-online.com .
- member of the editorial board of the magazine Al
Arab in Kuwait in 2010 - 2013.
- The official Al-Babtain cultural programs channel Al
Bawadi T.V in Kuwait since 2013.
Ninth: Arbitration in contests and prizes
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- The arbitration in some competitions of poetry at the
University of Alexandria and the General Authority for
Cultural Palaces and the Writers' Union in Egypt.
- The arbitration in the Arab Journalism Award (Child
Press) organized by the Dubai Press Club (eighth session),
2009.
He got a lot of awards, medals and certificates of
appreciation, including:
- The first prize of the Supreme Council for Culture
Commission literary and linguistic studies in 1999 for
search "Children's Literature technology"
- Shield Culture and Science Symposium in Dubai for
his research "Child Culture in the Age of Technology,"
2003.
- General Union of Arab Writers and writers, the
Writers' Union of Algerian shield for his research. "
Child and the war in poetic Arabic contemporary
space, the twenty-second General Conference of the
Arab Writers, held in Algiers 2003.
- merit and excellence award from the Women's
Development Association in Cairo for his study
"Reading in creativity novelist Egyptian Women"
2004.
- certificate honored by the International Association of
Translators and creators ( ATA) 2007.
- honoring lifetime achievement award from the House
of Culture in Lebanon Naaman 2007.
- Certificate of Appreciation from the Abu Dhabi
Authority for Culture and Heritage Abu Dhabi media
to participate in the festival and competition "Million's
Poet" 2008.
- State Incentive Award in the Arts (children's hair
Diwan " sisters street trees ") 2008.
- The honorary shield from Dubai Dubai cultural
magazine 2009.
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-

honorary shield from Egypt Writers Conference 2009.
honoring the Arab Union for 2010.
mail notification honor and appreciation from the
Forum Sharjah Arabic poetry eighth in 2010.
tenth:
some of his articles and poems were translated into
languages: English French Spanish Greek Italian Russian
Albanian Chinese Romanian Korean Uighur (spoken by 40
million Chinese Muslim).
E- mail:
fadl2000@yahoo.com
shablol@middle-east-onlien.com
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